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15 minutes ago
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22 minutes ago
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Adobe Forums: Forum:
Photoshop Lightroom 3
Import stuck on .mov files
Winner, Landmark Category, 9th Annual Photo Contest,
New Mexico Magazine, January, 2010.

2 hours ago

Betsy Dallas
Photography
Pink

I took the photo “The Heart of the Big-I” in Spring of

3 hours ago

2007. I am usually drawn to nature and the natural

Darwin Wiggett

world, but I have been struck by the beauty and

Year end Contest –
Christos Andronis

majesty of the Big-I since its completion.
I was sitting on the Seasons balcony visiting friends who
were leaving town when I saw a storm moving toward
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the Big-I. I excused myself and left - arriving with the 
storm.

Subjective Observations
on Print Size
22 hours ago

The lighting and colors were very dramatic! I was able
to set up and take a few shots before the storm rushed
further East.

Landscapes 2.0
Fall in love with the
mountains
1 day ago

Editor’s Notes on Heart of the Big-I
From my first glance, I understood Bert’s fascination
with the Big-I. Between chasing the light and a storm,
Bert nailed a remarkable image.

Canadian Rockies
Vacations Guide - Banff
National Park
Best Accommodations in
Waterton National Park
2 days ago

Di Fruscia Photography
The Big I completes our photographers ANMPAS
presentation.
Thanks to Don, David, Peter, Keith, and Bert – their

2010 is Still 13 Days
away…
2 days ago

work illustrates New Mexico’s devotion to Fine Art

Sherri Meyer
Photography Blog
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Moulton Barn Morning - Keith Bauer

Jim M. Goldstein
Photography
Kelp and Rocks – Point
Lobos State Reserve,
California
2 days ago

PixelatedImage Blog
Doomed To Mediocrity?
2 days ago

Airstream Chronicles
Continued
Sometimes the day just
doesn’t go in your
favor……
2 days ago

Dan Baumbach
Photography
What’s a Good Image
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Photographing in Grand Teton National Park is one of
those experiences in life that every photographer
should do. The incredible mountain range is one of the
most spectacular ranges in the world. Of course that’s
only one of the attractions from this magnificent place.
The “Moulton” barn(s) on Mormon Row are some of the
most photographed icons in the west. This shot is of
the barn which is less well known than it’s more
famous cousin just a few hundred yards to the south.
While these iconic barns have been photographed
millions of times, I wanted to create my own image.
Scouting the location the day before provided a mental
model of what I might try to capture. The incredible
backdrop of the Grand Teton range with morning light
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Blog
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3 days ago

The Ansel Adams
Gallery Blog
Two New B&W Digital
Printmaking Workshops
for 2010
5 days ago

TweetPhoto | Blog
Google Real Time Results
+ TweetPhoto = Instant
Happiness
1 week ago

glowing in the background conjured up images in my

Michael E. Gordon
Photography

head that I knew would someday create a print I’d be

Yosemite Valley SNOW!

happy to hang on my walls.

1 week ago

Grand Teton Peak is the tallest of the peaks in the
range standing at 13,770 feet. Not surprisingly, that

HDR - TIPS & TRICKS

peak and it’s cousins in the range are often shrouded in

How We See

clouds. Much to my chagrin that cool September

Full Range HDR Capture

morning the clouds were there and the magnificent

Finessing HDR

background for the image was nowhere to be seen.

Apples to Oranges

Clouds in the east also didn’t look promising. What to
do..... Wait and see was the decision I made. As a

Intuitive Tone Mapping CS4LR2

small slit in the east allowed the warm morning light to

Issues in HDR Tone Mapping

rake across the valley, the barn and the foreground lit
up. I was rewarded for my decision to wait. A few

HDR - Tips & Tricks Autostacking

quick meter readings and I was capturing the image

HDR - Tips & Tricks - Noise

that stood in front of me. I knew while shooting this
image that I’d be looking at a panoramic crop. While
the blue hues in the sky were beautiful, they were not
to be the focus of the image. The light on the
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foreground grasses, the barn and the gift of a white
cloud hovering low were to be the focus of this image.
CHECK IT OUT...

As with most of my images, this image came home, sat
in my Lightroom library to age before I tackled trying

Search

to create the final product I eventually printed. None
of my images match the experience that I enjoy when
I’m out with my camera. That’s why they age before
meeting the paper they are printed on. If I were to

FEED PATHWAYS_O_LIGHT

keep the images that really match the experience
of “being there”, my library would be empty. So, I
allow them to age, allow my emotions to age, and
eventually create a print that’s a good as I can to
remember the moment.
SUBSCRIBE POL BY EMAIL

Editor's Note on Moulton Barn Morning
Like the other guys, Keith is one who 'Chases the

Enter your email address:

Light...'
This nearly dawn shot doesn't show the luminance of

Subscribe

the Tetons, masked by shadow. It does show Keith's
persistence and coordinated sense of color and

Delivered by FeedBurner

composition.
Notice how he preplanned the shot, then let light fall
where it could.
I like the idea of letting one's emotion and the shot
age…
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Reflections on “Condor Takes Flight”
by Peter Davies
Joe
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WHO'S THAT GUY, JOE?
BISTIART

Latest images, techniques,
and news about nature
photography, Lightroom 2,
and Photoshop. Galleries,
Books, Workshops, and
Digital Tours...
VIEW MY COMPLETE PROFILE

JOE'S BOOKS,
WORKSHOPS, TOURS,
GALLERIES, & AWARDS

Best of Bisti eBook CD
Best of Bisti Slideshow CD
Paths of Light
Galleries
Awards
Anasazi Adventures
Fuji Masterpiece Award

Enchanted Lens Camera Club

New Mexico Competition
2008 Professional Photographers of America

BISTI CHRONICLES

This photograph of an Andean Condor was shot on
September 19, 2007 at the edge of Colca Canyon in
Peru. Colca Canyon is twice as deep as the Grand
Canyon

in

the

United

States.

The

setting

is

Intimate Landscape
Water Woman
Abstract Bisti

magnificent, as described in my journal entry for this

Bisti Dementia

day...

Creative Bisti Imagination
Bisti Rainforest

Early morning. Sun shining, warming the cool air.

Is Bisti Like Mars?

Before us are high, snow-capped peaks, with last

Bisti : Small Scale
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remnants of glaciers in a high valley. Not long from

Back Country Horsemen

now, these glaciers will be gone. Below us, a deep

Sense and Sensibility

canyon... In many places, you can’t see all the way to

Been to the Bisti Lately

the bottom.

The Agony and the Ecstasy
God's Hand

The condors nest on side walls of the canyon, and as
the early morning sun warms the walls and surrounding
air, the condors jump from their nests to ride the

Bisti Badlands
Creative Bisti Imagination

updrafts of warm morning air. They soar, back and
forth, riding the warm air currents up the sun-drenched

ANASAZI ADVENTURES

side of the canyon, and as they reach the upper edge
of canyon, they come into sight. Again from my journal
entry this day...

Natural Anasazi Ruins
Anasazi Adventures
Ancient Outdoor Museum

Engaging, watching, experiencing these birds through
the lens of my camera was a fantastic experience. You
spot one in the distance, tracking it through the
telephoto. Watching the details of its movements as it

BIG GUY'S (GAL'S) BLOGS

John Nack on Adobe

makes the finest shifts of its feathers in response to

Photography Quote o' The
Day

changing air currents. Closer and closer, arching my

2 hours ago

back, tracking straight up and around. Capturing tiny

John Paul Caponigro
Blog

slices of time... images of grace.

Avatar
10 hours ago

“Condor Takes Flight” was taken when a pair of

ProPhotoWorkflow

adolescents landed on a rock at the edge of the canyon

Updated classes for 2010

about 200 feet from where I stood. They rested, and

1 day ago

played with each other. And then, at the moment the

Tony Sweet's Blog

closer bird took flight, I captured the image.

First major snow of the
year...and new P&S
camera!

Closing Comments

1 day ago

I would like to thank LeRoy Perea for his creative vision

Digital ProTalk

in creating ANMPAS and for the outstanding job he has

"Precious Moments"

done in bringing this vision into reality. I would also
like to thank Joe Bridwell for creating this opportunity
to reflect and share.
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Vincent Laforet's Blog
Videos of NYMAG Shoot
from Last Week
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2 days ago

A Photo Editor

Peter Davies
Fine Art Photographer

2010 Is All About Getting
Personal

www.peterdaviesphoto.com

2 days ago

Julieanne Kost's Blog
Editor's Note on Condor Takes Flight
My first glance at Condor was across the room. I
couldn't figure out what it was.
But on closer examination I knew I had some kind of a

Navigating Text/Numeric
Entree Boxes
2 days ago

Photoshop Insider

bird – just not how, where, and when. Then I asked

Win My One-of-a-kind
Signature Guitar

Peter, "Hey, can you tell me the story behind this

2 days ago

shot?" And, he did...

PhotoshopNews

quite eloquent. I really like how he enhances the

Adobe Releases Camera
Raw 5.6 and Lightroom
2.6 GM Versions

picture's drama with field notes (italics).

2 days ago

Now, I've got to tell you; I think his written story is

PhotoWalkPro
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The HDR Debate – What’s
All The Fuss?
2 days ago

PixSylated

Rebirth by David Cramer

Drew Gardner on the
Frontier of Digital
Cinematography
2 days ago

Layers Magazine
Artboard Magic in Adobe
Illustrator
3 days ago

dekeOnline - dekeBlog
Martini Hour 044, In
Which Deke Contemplates
the Solitary Life of the
Artist (over Drinks With
Friends)
3 days ago

The Year in Pictures
Send in the Clones
3 days ago

James Duncan Davidson
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1st Place, Professional Color Division
2009 Festival of the Cranes

The Loop Escapes
4 days ago

dave cross online
Cool window display

Bosque del Apache is my favorite place in the world.

5 days ago

When sandhill cranes and snow geese are in residence,

blog.artwolfe.com

it is my favorite place in the universe. It’s only natural

Just in time for the
Holidays!

to want to photograph in one’s favorite place, so I’ve
spent thousands of hours with camera in hand exploring
every nook and cranny of this place under all kinds of
light and weather conditions.
This particular shot came about one cold winter
morning on the last day of a workshop I was co leading.
After having several mornings at Bosque, my co leader

5 days ago

Adobe Installation and
Licensing
Survey for Volume
Deployments of Adobe
Creative Suite
5 days ago

Joe McNally's Blog

and workshop participants decided to spend the last

Whadja Do This Weekend?

morning staying warm and reviewing images.

6 days ago

Not Me...

Photo Business News &
Forum
Earned Success

While driving from San Antonio to the Refuge before

6 days ago

sunrise, I noticed only one crane pool had a fair

Underexposed

number of birds. As I’m always looking to photograph

Nikon app teaches
photography on the fly

something new or different, after shooting the

1 month ago

predawn blastoff, I headed back to this pool, which
would have me shooting directly into the sun. I’d
already begun visualizing and planning on backlit shots
that might have some interest, or at least be different

SEE THE LIGHT...
RESOURCES

from thousands of cranes taking flight shots in my

Lightroom Forums

catalogue.

Migrating existing catalog
and image files to new
Mac with new drive names

To my pleasant surprise, Mother Nature had provided a
unique addition to the stage - a dense fog floating over

1 hour ago

the birds and the pond. Having seen Art Morris’s

Adobe Forums: Forum:
Photoshop Windows

beautiful “Fire in the Mist” image, I immediately
recognized this arrangement as potential for a unique
photograph. It lasted only moments. The sun rose

Input please!
3 hours ago

behind the brush in the background and began to

The Luminous
Landscape - What's New

illuminate the scene with light. Unfortunately, no birds

A Plea For HDR - Love it
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were flying in or out, so I focused on areas with the
biggest concentration of birds where cranes were
beginning to move about.
My excitement was high, as I knew time would be
short. Seconds later, bright beams of light were
filtering through the fog, filling it with color and
depth. I photographed for perhaps only a minute

Page 9 of 22

or Hate it, But
Understand it
4 hours ago

YouTube Blog
Facebook Feeds Begin
Showing Up on YouTube's
Homepage
2 days ago

before light overwhelmed the scene and fog was fading

Adobe Photoshop
Lightroom Killer Tips

fast. A few quick looks at my camera LCD confirmed I

Adobe Updates Lightroom
2.6 and ACR 5.6

had something interesting, but it was only after
viewing the image on my computer screen that I fully
realized the beauty and depth it held. I called it a day
and headed back to the hotel, eager to download and
backup images for safety. Needless to say, workshop
folks were less than happy with their decision to stay in
that morning.
The image title comes from not only reference to the
birds waking up each morning, but also the idea that
each photograph, even when taken in a setting we’ve

2 days ago

LightroomNews
Lightroom 2.6 and Camera
Raw 5.6 final releases
available
2 days ago

Lightroom-Blog.Com
Lightroom 2.6 and Camera
Raw 5.6 final releases
available
2 days ago

Lightroom Journal

photographed thousands of times, has the potential to

Lightroom 2.6 and Camera
Raw 5.6 Now Available

bring something new into our lives. Lately - I’ve been

3 days ago

wondering how much it costs to rent a fog machine.

Phosphors

Editor's Note on Rebirth
David is one of those guys who gets the highly
emotional fine art image because he 'Chases the
Light...'. I can certainly understand why his workshop
colleagues felt a bit of awe.
That bad boy with his wings up keynotes the soft,
ephemeral drama of a moving sunrise Bosque
silhouette. Too bad David didn't take a video - so we
could listen to raucous morning sounds...

Better Lightroom 3 Beta
Help
1 week ago

TheLightroomLab.com
Holiday Gift Ideas for
Photographers from David
Marx at
TheLightroomLab.com
2 weeks ago

Lightroom Queen Blog
LR3 Beta – Popular Bugs &
Forum Threads
1 month ago

You can find David Cramer here.
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Learning Center –
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Learn Adobe Photoshop
CS4, Lightroom and
Digital Photography |
NAPP
Adobe Photoshop
Lightroom - User to
User Forums

At Rest by Don Bartram
ALL THINGS GOOGLE...

Googland
[G] Reflections on our
Africa Adventures
1 day ago

Inside AdWords
Search Based Keyword
Tool: 1 Minute Guide
2 days ago

Google Analytics Blog
Coradiant/Urchin
Analytics In A Box
Launched
2 days ago

BRAIN FOOD...

Photoshop CS4 Channels and
Masks - McClelland
Creative Digital Darkroom Eismann and Duggan
Real World Adobe Camera
Raw CS4 - Fraser & Schewe
Adobe Lightroom 2 Book While on a trip to the coast of Maine during the

Kelby

summer of 1996 my wife and I spent a week on an old

Nature Photographers Online

coastal schooner The "Grace Bailey" out of Camden.

Adobe Lightroom 2 Videos
Mountain Light - Rowell

This schooner had been built in 1882 and used to move
coal and lumber along the east coast. It was restored in

http://pathwaysoflight.blogspot.com/
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1990 and had cabins for 29 passengers added. The
stove in the kitchen was a large old fashioned wood
stove like my grandparents used. All schooner power
(including room lights) was supplied by a 12v marine
battery. The schooner in this picture is the "J&E
Riggen" and is quite similar to ours.
One morning while anchored off an island in Penobscot
Bay I woke up fairly early and climbed the ladder to
the deck. What I saw is depicted in the photo At Rest.
The water was very still and the fog was everywhere.
As you can see there is no horizon at all ~ the image

MONTHLY ARCHIVES

▼ 2009 (104)
▼ December (7)
Heart of the Big-I by
Bert Norgorden
Moulton Barn Morning Keith Bauer
Reflections on “Condor
Takes Flight” by
Peter Davi...

just floats. I will admit I almost fell going back down to

Rebirth by David
Cramer

get my camera gear. I spent the next 25 minutes taking

At Rest by Don Bartram

lots of pictures. This one is one of my favorites, and

Annual New Mexico
Photographic Art

has done well at several shows and fairs.

Show
Editor's Note on At Rest
When I first saw At Rest, part of me objected to
centering the shot. But it was not one of those pictures
I could pull my eye away from. I looked again; what did

Unique Portfolio
Marketing Technique
► November (4)

I like in the composition this time? I looked once more.

► October (6)

I was totally struck by the fact that I could not see

► September (9)

where the water ended...

► August (4)

Don Bartram is a master at understated photography. I
think you'll like his description of how it came about.

► July (14)

Don, I'm really glad you didn't fall back down the howse

► June (17)

hole...

► May (5)

ANMPAS

► April (8)

As we noted December 8th, the First Annual New

► March (12)

Mexico Photographic Art Show is under way. It runs

► February (11)

through December 27th, so go down and take a look!

► January (7)

We're going to present five fine art photographers –
Don Bartram, David Cramer, Peter Davies, Keith Bauer,

http://pathwaysoflight.blogspot.com/

► 2008 (32)
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and Joe Bridwell - to showcase ANMPAS. Joe's entry is
in the prior blog about ANMPAS.
David, Peter, and Keith will be in succeeding blogs.

CLOUD NINE

14 bit (1)
Well done, Everybody...

2.3RC (1)
2008 Kodak International
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Balloon Fiesta (2)
2009 New Mexico Sate Fair (6)
42 Things I Know (1)

DEC 8, 2009

4x100 meter relay (1)

Annual New Mexico Photographic Art
Show

8th gold medal (1)
9th Annual Photo Contest (1)
A Photo Editor (1)
ACR (1)
adjustment brushes (1)
Adjustment Panel (1)
Adjustments Panel (3)
Adobe (2)
Adobe Camera Raw (1)
Adobe Camera Raw 5.3 (1)
Adobe eSeminars (1)
Adobe Photoshop (4)
Adobe Photoshop CS4 (5)
Adobe TV (1)
advanced masking (1)

Ship Rock
2nd Place, Scenic Class, Professional Category, 2009 New Mexico State Fair
Winner, Landscape Category, Ninth Annual Photo Contest, 2009, New Mexico Magazine
Juried Entry, 1st Annual New Mexico Photographic Art Show, 2009

Alcove House (1)
Anasazi (1)
Anasazi Adventures (3)
Anasazi Drummer (1)
Ansel Adams Gallery (1)

Places that really strike me have features in common.
Harsh powerful grandeur, graduations of colors,
tortured eroded shapes…

http://pathwaysoflight.blogspot.com/

arches (2)
around the world in 80 days (
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All are empty and lonely. They invoke a sense of both

1)

space and strangeness. All have a fierce inhospitality,

attention to detail (1)

an infinite variety of desolate beauty…

Back Country Horsemen (1)

Ship Rock was formed as the throat to an ancient

Balloon Fiesta (1)

volcano 30 million years ago. A volcanic ray - thirty or
forty feet high but only about three feet thick wanders like the Great Wall of China southward from
Ship Rock. Molten magma squeezed up through the
cracked earth. Up the wall to the north, the core of old

Bandelier (1)
Basic (1)
best of bisti (4)
Bisti (14)

Ship Rock volcano rose a thousand feet against the sky,

Bisti Adventure Tours (3)

like a free-form version of a Gothic cathedral. Gothic,

Bisti Badlands (14)

too, was the color — the stone reflecting soft sunset

Bisti Beast (1)

umbers. Balanced on the wind just over the wall, a red-

Bisti Chronicles (2)

tailed hawk hunted a rodent to kill. A million years of

Bisti Rainforest (1)

frost and heat cracked this dike as chunks have fallen

blog creation (1)

out.

blog management (1)

From 700 AD to ~ 1300 AD, the Anasazi lived all over
this land. Their time honored legacy of remarkable
stone dwellings is legendary!
The Navajo call Ship Rock Tse’ bit’ a’i – Rock with
Wings. What about deeds done by Monster Slayer here

blog rolls (1)
Blogger (2)
blogosphere (1)
blogrolls (2)

in the time of Navajo myth? Monster Slayer, climbing

blogs (1)

the vertical stone of Ship Rock toward the nest of the

Blurb BookSmart (1)

Winged Monsters to kill them and make this landscape

blurb.com (1)

safe for the Navajos. Monster Slayer, at the nest,

Bob Barton (1)

taught the Monsters' chicks to become the eagle and

books (2)

the owl. Monster Slayer rescued from his impossible

Bosque (3)

perch by the sacred Spider Woman.
"I love the place," Tony Hillerman wrote of vast tribal
lands that span the northeast corner of Arizona and
straddle the borders of New Mexico, Utah, and
Colorado. "I need only drive west from Shiprock into
that great emptiness to feel my spirit lift."
I penned these feelings 2 days after returning from shooting Ship Rock in 2008

Bosque del Apache (2)
Bridge (2)
Broken Bow Arch (1)
bug fix (1)
bug fixes (1)
Camera (1)
camera profile (1)

http://pathwaysoflight.blogspot.com/
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On a day I most like to remember, gusting wind pressed

camera profiles (3)

me against the dike’s west wall. This wind was advance

Camera Raw 2.3 (1)

guard of a front sweeping eastward out of Arizona and

Camera Raw 5.2 (1)

Utah. It bombarded Ship Rock with long tendrils of

Canyonlands (1)

cirrus clouds against blue sky, sending dust devils
skittering across the prairie. Ship Rock, the dike, and
sunset’s pastel hues provide a truly evocative memory
of the West.
The tripod was precariously perched on angular

Capturing Nature's Light (1)
CD (1)
CD Cover (1)
Cebolleta (1)

basaltic chunks which fell from the dike many years

Cedar Mesa (1)

past. Chirp of a squirrel, swish of feathers from a crow

celestial navigation (1)

flying nearby - small events to break a profound silence

CF card (1)

where ancient Anasazi lived more than a thousand

chase crew (2)

years ago.

Chee (1)

Three quick high dynamic range (HDR) shots, timed just

Christmas (1)

as the sun dropped behind Lukachukai’s western

Chromatic Abberation (1)

mountains, preceded a very careful descent down the
dark, dangerous backside of the dike. I had absolutely
no desire to damage either self or camera. Trailing
through long shadows cast at the distant car, I
thought, "This is an iconic moment....!" Little was I to
really know...

Chromatic Aberration (1)
clarity (1)
clinker (1)
Collection Sets (1)
collections (3)
color balance (1)

As strong as this very special moment's memory

color management (1)

remains, it's the next few months which also brand an

Color Range Masking (1)

everlasting memory. Ship Rock was to become an
extended laboratory for digital darkroom development

Comments Glenn Hohnstreiter
(1)

in HDR and oh so careful tone mapping.

competition (1)

Ship Rock was to become an image which has garnered

composing blogs (1)

remarks from world-class photographers such as,
"Congratulations on 'Ship Rock.' The light, detail, and
composition are stunning. It's one of my favorites in
ANMPAS/2009."
"I have been wanting to shoot it and you have chosen
the best shot I have ever seen of it."

http://pathwaysoflight.blogspot.com/

composite photographs (2)
composites (1)
compositing (2)
Corona Arch (1)
Cottonwood Canyon (1)
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Cottonwood Narrows (1)
Between May and December, 2009, a number of

creative art (1)

prominent judges have also offered their professional

Crinoids (1)

view of Ship Rock. As noted above, it has placed

CS3 (1)

prominently in three major photographic venues from
New Mexico...
ANMPAS
ANMPAS is a Christmas photo event celebrated at the

CS4 (6)
CS4 for Photographers (1)
CS4 hdr (2)
CS4 Videos (2)

Fine Art Building, New Mexico State Fair. It's free and

Deke McClelland (1)

open to the public daily 10 a.m.-6 p.m., except

Detail (Landscape Sharpen (1)

Tuesdays, until 23rd December, 2009.

Develop (1)

I'd think at least twice if not thrice before I'd miss

Develop Module (1)

seeing these fine art images from New Mexico's top

digital photography (4)

photographers. Seven rooms contain over 200 images

digital photos (1)

juried by five judges for this first time event. At

DNG (1)

Saturday's celebration, awards were handed out for
best image in each of seven categories. An overflow
crowd cheered through the awards ceremony.
If you haven't been there, our Fine Art Building is an
open, spacious gallery. Once through the foyer, you

Dream Team (1)
Edit in… (1)
enhanced workflow (1)
Escalante (2)

step into the main room. The array of quality fine art

eSeminars (1)

images is absolutely stunning. Framed, matted images

Exporting (1)

have been meticulously prepared. Each image was

eye (1)

carefully staged under overhead lighting.

Fallen Man (1)

Then, you proceed through the Judges room, to the

fantasy (1)

five remaining rooms, looking at other images, seeking

Farmington (2)

just those which really strike your fancy!
Pathways of Light is negotiating with selected
photographers to present small versions of their images
with a recap of emotions while shooting their image.
Ship Rock paves the way for those images...
So, over the next few weeks as ANMPAS continues,
you're going to see my selections for top entries. As

http://pathwaysoflight.blogspot.com/

Finalist (1)
fine art (3)
Fine Arts Photography
Exhibition (1)
Fired Up Too (1)
Firefox 3 (1)
Firmware (1)
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each writer/photographer produces a piece and an

flags (1)

image, we will post them. Keith Bauer has agreed to

forum (1)

write an overview when this process is complete.

forums (1)
free videos (1)

New Mexico Magazine - Update December 20, 2009
In a short video from New Mexico Magazine on their
webpage December 15, 2009,, Fabian West, Art

future of hdr (1)
gadgets (1)
Galen Rowell (2)
Garmin (1)

Director, described Ship Rock.
"This is one of the most beautiful pictures I've ever

gear (1)

seen of Ship Rock! It's such a different view with

glowdeo (2)

strong light and color contrasts. I like the circular arc

google (2)

of the dike framing and leading ones eye to Ship

Google Earth (1)

Rock..."

GPS (1)
GPU (1)

Thanks Fabian…
POST - BISTIART AT 8:35 AM
THE LOOP

gradient (1)
0 COMMENTS-KEEP US IN

gradient overlay (1)
graduated filter tool (1)
Grand Staircase (1)
Grand staircase Escalante (1)

Older Posts

grandkids (1)
graphics card (1)

Subscribe to: Posts (Atom)

hdr (17)
HDR - Tips and Tricks (1)
high dynamic range (1)
highdynamic range (1)
Hogarty (1)
Hole In The Rock Road (1)
Honorable Mention (2)
hoodoo (1)
hoodoos (4)
hope (1)
horses (2)
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HSL (1)
HTML (1)
Hue (1)
IE 7 (1)
images (1)
iPhone (1)
Jerry Goffe (1)
Jim Gale (1)
Joe Bridwell (1)
Julianne Kost (1)
juried competition (1)
Keeper of the Gate (1)
Kelby (2)
Kenny Weng (2)
keyboard shortcuts (1)
kids (1)
Kloskowski (1)
Kost (1)
Laforet (2)
landscapes (2)
Leaphorn (1)
learning (1)
Leslie Davis (1)
Library (1)
Library module (1)
Lightroom (2)
Lightroom 2 (29)
Lightroom 2.3 (2)
Lightroom Forums (2)
Lightroom workflow (1)
local adaptation (1)
local adjustment took (1)
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LR2 (3)
magazine cover (1)
Magic Hour (3)
main catalog (1)
Majestic Blessing (1)
manage image portfolio (1)
manual (1)
Mapsource (2)
Marge to Panorama (1)
Mariner 9 (1)
marketing (2)
mars (2)
mars rovers (2)
Mask) (1)
masking (2)
Masks Panel (3)
memory leak (1)
Merge to HDR (2)
Merge to Panorama (3)
Michael Frye (1)
Michael Phelps (1)
Miralle (1)
monsoon (1)
moonrise (1)
Morning Glory (1)
Mountain Light (1)
multiple catalogs (2)
NAPP (2)
nature (3)
nature photographers online (
1)
New Mexico (1)
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New Mexico Magazine (2)
New Mexico State Fair (2)
new plugin (1)
Newsome (1)
Newsweek (1)
Nikon (1)
Nikon D300 (2)
Nikon D700 (1)
Nikonians (1)
NM (4)
Noise (1)
noise reduction (2)
NWR (1)
off world shapes (1)
Ojito (1)
Olympics (1)
On Demand (1)
on location (1)
OpenGL (1)
Orange Creekside (1)
out of the box (1)
Output (1)
pan and zoom (1)
Panorama (1)
panoramas (1)
pastel poster mats (1)
Paths of Light (2)
PDF (1)
Pecos (1)
Pecos River (2)
pen tablet (1)
Peoples Choice (1)
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Peter Davies (1)
Pharaohs Saddle (1)
photography's future (1)
Photomatix (4)
photomatix hdr (2)
Photomatix Pro (1)
Photoshop (3)
Photoshop CS4 (1)
Photoshop CS3 (3)
Photoshop CS4 (6)
Photoshop Insider (1)
Photoshop workflow (1)
PhotoshopUserTV (1)
Picks (1)
pixel grid (1)
Placitas (1)
Planeteers (1)
podcast (1)
pond (1)
pouring hot metal (1)
Powell (1)
presets (2)
Professional Category (6)
Rabbit Ears (1)
reality (1)
recreation (1)
recreational ride (1)
red dog hill (2)
Red Rock Country (1)
rotate (1)
routes (1)
San Juan basin (1)
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Sand Dune (1)
Saturation (1)
Scenic Class Winners (6)
Scott Kelby (1)
seamless (1)
Shidoni Foundry (1)
Ship Rock (2)
Shiprock (2)
silhouette (1)
slideshow (1)
slot canyons (1)
soft light (1)
Star Trek. digital photography
(1)
steroids (1)
sunset (2)
surreal (1)
surreal Hoodoos (1)
Targeted Adjustment tool (3)
TAT (2)
technology (1)
Thom Hogan (1)
Three Musketeers (1)
Tone Curves (2)
Tone Mapping (4)
Tony Hillerman (1)
tours (1)
trackback (1)
tracks (1)
Tram (1)
trojan horse (1)
tuff times (1)
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underground coal fires (1)
upgrade (1)
Utah (2)
vibrance (2)
video (1)
videos (3)
Viking (1)
virus (1)
wacom (1)
Water Woman (1)
waypoints (1)
wild horses (1)
Wildlife Photography (1)
William Neill (1)
windows reinstall (1)
Wisdom of Trees (1)
work speed (1)
workflow (2)
working catalogs (1)
workshops (3)
Yosemite (1)
Ziser (2)
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